
BHA UNDER 7 & UNDER 9 HOCKEY RULES & GUIDELINES
Advice to U7 and U9 Coaches & Organisers

This document outlines the rules and guidance for BHA Under 7 and Under 9 games.
Several rules have been clarified or introduced for 2015 as explained on this on this page. The full rules
and guidelines are listed on page 2, and the field set up for host venues is outlined on page 3.

Zone/position restrictions
A new rule has been introduced for both Under 7 & Under 9 that restricts players from entering their team's 
attacking goal circle/scoring zone once they have scored four (4) goals in the game.

The primary reason for introducing this rule is to encourage coaches to be proactive in making sure all of the 
players on the field are engaged in the game as much as possible instead of one or two players dominating play for 
the whole game.

Some examples on how coaches can be proactive in managing this include:
• Rotating these players to defending positions throughout the game and/or after they have scored four goals
• Encouraging other team members to move to attacking positions on the field so the ball can be passed to 

them
• Consider whether a player should move up to the next age group if they are scoring four goals every game

Many Associations adopt the use of zones in their younger age groups which restrict all players to specific parts of 
the field according to their position. BHA does not endorse this approach as it causes players to become 
disengaged in the game when the ball is not in their zone; however, the new rule is an appropriate compromise in 
allowing players to move around the whole field and run the ball without dominating the entire game.

Penalties in Under 9
BHA's Under 9 rules have always stated that penalties are to apply as per older age groups; however, in recent 
years this has not been reflected in the umpiring of the games.

Applying penalties in Under 9 has several benefits for player development and their progression to full-field hockey:
a) Players will quickly learn what they can and can't do with their stick and body on the field if there are 

consequences for breaking the rules.
b) Penalties give coaches a chance to reinforce positions and spreading out.
c) Players will learn how to take and defend against free hits.

It is recognised that there may be many penalties blown in the first couple of weeks. However, after this initial period
the flow of the games will improve as players learn how to avoid giving away penalties, for example by keeping their
stick down instead of letting the ball hit their feet, and get used to taking free hits more quickly.

Goal circles
Host venues are strongly urged to consider line-marking goal circles for Under 7 & Under 9 games (Field Setup, 
page 3) instead of scoring zones as in previous seasons. Goal circles are a unique feature of hockey and 
introducing them into in Under 7 & Under 9 will improve the presentation and understanding of the games to parents
and players as well as better preparing Under 9 players for their progression into full-field hockey in Under 11.

Full-size goal circles are recommended; however, to make marking easier, the Under 7 & Under 9 circles can be 
marked as a semi circle with no flat part at the top as is the case with regulation goal circles.

Number of players on the field
Teams are asked not to play more than the maximum number of players on the field at any time as outlined in the 
rules. It is important that all players have an opportunity to get meaningful possession of the ball so they can apply 
the basic skills, for example pushing and dribbling. This becomes more difficult with every additional player placed 
on the field as the crowd around the ball increases.

If teams have a number of substitutes, they are encouraged to lend some players to other teams who may be short 
of players on the night.
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Playing Format Under 7 Under 9 

Number of players Maximum of six (6) per team on the field at any time Maximum of eight (8) per team on the field at any time 

Field Size Half a full-sized hockey field, crossways (55m x 46m) Half a full-sized hockey field, crossways (55m x 46m) 

Playing Time 2 x 15 minute halves; 5 minute half time break 2 x 20 minute halves; 5 minute half time break 

Ball Used Lighter hockey ball (e.g. Mazon “Mini” ball) Regulation hockey match ball 

Goal Width Minimum 3m; Maximum 3.66m (regular goal width) Minimum 3m; Maximum 3.66m (regular goal width) 

Scoring Area BHA strongly recommends a goal circle of 15m radius 
(i.e. normal size) be marked at each end. 

Where goal circles are not marked, a scoring zone shall be 
marked out 10 metres from the baseline at each end. 

BHA strongly recommends a goal circle of 15m radius 
(i.e. normal size) be marked at each end. 

Where goal circles are not marked, a scoring zone shall be 
marked out 10 metres from the baseline at each end. 

Goalkeepers Not permitted Not permitted 

Coach on field Permitted Permitted 

Zone/position 
restrictions 

Once a player scores four (4) goals they are not 
permitted to enter their team's attacking goal 
circle/scoring zone for the remainder of the game. 

Once a player scores four (4) goals they are not 
permitted to enter their team's attacking goal 
circle/scoring zone for the remainder of the game. 

Modifications to FIH 
Rules of Hockey 

Penalties
1. Danger
A penalty should be awarded when danger is created. 
For example:
a) A player swings their stick above knee height 
b) The ball is raised above knee height 
c) A wild stick obstruction is made 
d) A player falls down close to the play

2. Deliberate
A penalty should be awarded when a player 
deliberately:
a) Kicks the ball; or 
b) Uses the back of their stick; or 
c) Uses rough body contact

Free hit procedures 
1. All players on both teams are to be 5 metres away 
from the player taking the free hit. 
2. The player taking the free hit cannot score directly 
from it; there must be at least one pass from the free hit 
before a goal can be scored.

Free Hits awarded inside the goal circle/scoring zone: 
To the attacking team: Taken from 1 metre outside the 
goal circle/scoring zone close to the infringement To the
defending team: Taken from 1 metre outside the top of 
the goal circle/scoring zone and in line with the 
infringement.

Ball played over the backline by either team:
“16” - Defending team's free hit 1 metre outside the top 
of the goal circle/scoring zone and in line where the ball 
went out.

Umpires and coaches should be proactive in 
reinforcing safe play and applying the rules. 

Penalties
All infringements including obstruction, dangerous play 
and use of the feet, body and back of the stick must be 
penalised in accordance with the FIH Rules of Hockey. 

As per BHA Local rules, tomahawks are not permitted.

Free hit procedures
1. All players on both teams are to be 5 metres away 
from the player taking the free hit.
2. The player taking the free hit cannot score directly 
from it; there must be at least one pass from the free hit 
before a goal can be scored.
3. Penalty Corners & Strokes do not apply in Under 9

Free Hits awarded inside the goal circle/scoring zone:
To the attacking team: Taken from 1 metre outside the 
goal circle/scoring zone close to the infringement To the
defending team: Taken from 1 metre outside the top of 
the goal circle/scoring zone and in line with the 
infringement.

Ball played over the backline by the attacking team or 
accidentally by the defending team:
“16” - Defending team's free hit 1 metre outside the top 
of the goal circle/scoring zone and in line where the ball 
went out.

Ball played over the backline deliberately by the 
defending team:
“Long corner” - Attacking team's free hit 1 metre outside
the top of the goal circle/scoring zone and in line where 
the ball went out.

Umpires should be consistent in penalising 
infringements and give a brief verbal explanation 
for all decisions to help players learn the rules. 
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